
Design and Technology-Graphics for year 9 

Progression 
Pathway 

In this DT area you are able to show understanding and skills in the following:- 

7-9 Shows an excellent understanding of geometry and can produce high quality lines. 
Shows an excellent understanding of Isometric and can use it competently to draw a range of shapes 
Shows an excellent understanding of sketch up and uses it do draw with instantly 
Understands how to measure using sketch up and uses it competently to complete work 
Written work is detailed and comprehensive showing a good understanding of requirements 
An excellent range of investigative techniques are used in the modelling with lots of detail 
Final product shows creativity, excellent presentation and professionalism. 

6-8 Shows a good understanding of geometry and can draw reasonable quality lines. 
Shows a good understanding of Isometric and can use it to draw a range of shapes 
Shows a good understanding of sketch up and can draw with it fairly competently 
Understands how to measure using sketch up and can use it in drawings 
Written work shows a clear understanding of requirements and is quite detailed 
Good modelling trying out a range of techniques with sufficient detail  
Final product shows good creativity, good presentation and detail. 

5-7 Shows some understanding of the geometry and can draw reasonable quality lines. 
Shows some understanding of Isometric and can use it to draw basic shapes. 
Shows some understanding of Sketch up and with practice can draw a range of things with it 
Can use the measuring tool and is able to apply it to drawings with practice 
Written work shows understanding and has some detail 
Good use of modelling to show competent techniques some detail could be added. 
Final product shows creativity is reasonably well presented and has some detail. 

4-6 Shows an understanding of the geometry and produces lines that need to be better quality. 
Shows some understanding of Isometric and can use it after some practice. 
Shows some understanding of Sketch up and with practice can draw basic things with it. 
Can use the measuring tool in sketch up and with help can apply it to drawings 
Written work shows understanding but lacks detail 
Modelling shows some varied techniques but lacks some detail 
Final product shows creativity, with some detail but presentation could be improved 

3-5 Shows an understanding of the geometry but struggles to get good quality lines. 
Shows an understanding of Isometric but can only draw accurate shapes when prompted. 
Shows some understanding but finds it difficult to get going with Sketch up and needs to preserver  
After practice and help can use the measuring tool in sketch up to apply it to drawings 
Written work  lacks detail and some understanding 
Modelling used to show a limited range of different techniques 
Final product shows some effort and creativity but overall presentation  and details needs improving 

2-4 Finds it hard to understand the geometry and only produces accurate lines with help. 
Finds it hard to understand the 30 degree angle required to draw in Isometric and shapes are inaccurate.  
Finds Sketch up hard to use and struggles to draw basic shapes with it 
Struggles to use the measuring tool in sketch up without guidance. 
Written work lacks both detail and understanding 
Modelling only shows one technique with limited details 
Final product shows some creative ideas but execution of it needs improving and it needs more detail 
 

1-3 Finds it really hard to draw using the drawing board and set squares and cannot produce lines accurately. 
Shows little understanding of Isometric, set squares are not used with parallel motion and shapes are 
inaccurate 
Shows little understanding of sketch up and basic drawings are inaccurate. 
Struggles to use the measuring tool in sketch up. 
Written work is the bare minimum. 
Only one technique used in the modelling with no detail  
Final product may be incomplete or it may be low quality. 
 

 


